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Abstract
A time-domain boundary condition is derived that accounts for the acoustic impedance of a thin boundary
layer over an impedance boundary, based on the asymptotic frequency-domain boundary condition of Bram-
bley [2011, AIAA J. 49(6), pp. 1272–1282]. A finite-difference reference implementation of this condition is
presented and carefully validated against both an analytic solution and a discrete dispersion analysis for a
simple test case. The discrete dispersion analysis enables the distinction between real physical instabilities
and artificial numerical instabilities. The cause of the latter is suggested to be a combination of the real
physical instabilities present and the aliasing and artificial zero group velocity of finite-difference schemes. It
is suggested that these are general properties of any numerical discretization of an unstable system. Existing
numerical filters are found to be inadequate to remove these artificial instabilities as they have a too wide
pass band. The properties of numerical filters required to address this issue are discussed and a number of
selective filters are presented that may prove useful in general. These filters are capable of removing only the
artificial numerical instabilities, allowing the reference implementation to correctly reproduce the stability
properties of the analytic solution.
Keywords: Linearized Euler equations, acoustic impedance, inviscid boundary layer, absolute and
convective instability.
1. Introduction
Since acoustic liners are routinely used within aeroengines to reduce noise, it is imperative that computa-
tional aeroacoustics (CAA) simulations include models of acoustic liners. In the frequency domain, acoustic
liners are easily modelled as an impedance surface, where an oscillatory fluid pressure Re
(
p′ exp{iωt}) at the
surface gives rise to a normal fluid velocity Re
(
vs exp{iωt}
)
through the surface, linked through the complex
impedance Z(ω) = p′/vs. The entire physical modelling of the acoustic lining is encapsulated within the
impedance Z(ω), for which numerous empirical and physical models exist [e.g. 2–5]; for further details, see
Ref. 6 and references therein.
Typically in aeroacoustics, oscillations in the fluid are small perturbations to a steady mean flow, so
that the total velocity is u0(x) + u
′(x, t) and similarly for the pressure and density. The presence of mean
flow complicates the application of an impedance boundary condition. For example, rather than setting
u′ · n = p′/Z at the boundary, where n is the normal to the acoustic lining, the boundary condition widely
used is
iωu′ ·n = (iω + u0 ·∇− (n·∇u0) · n)p′/Z. (1)
✩A preliminary version of some parts of this paper was presented as part of AIAA Paper 2013-2218 at the 19th AIAA/CEAS
Aeroacoustics Conference in Berlin, Germany [1].
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This equation is known as the Myers, or Ingard–Myers, boundary condition, after Ingard [7] and Myers [8],
and corresponds to matching normal acoustic displacement between the fluid and the acoustic liner rather
than normal velocity. For flat surfaces where (n·∇u0) · n ≡ 0, equation (1) was shown by Eversman and
Beckemeyer [9] and Tester [10] to be the correct limit of an infinitely thin inviscid boundary layer.
For CAA simulations the mean flow is assumed known (for example, from prior RANS calculations), and
the small perturbations are to be calculated. Numerical schemes for calculating these small perturbations
have different requirements from those used for calculating the steady flow in order to ensure low dispersion
and dissipation, and many optimized schemes exist [e.g. 11–13]. Requiring low dissipation means that
instabilities are often found at under-resolved scales, of the order of half the Nyquist frequency (i.e. four
points per wavelength spatially), necessitating selective filtering [13–15]. In time domain simulations, this
selective filtering often takes the form of a weak low-pass spatial filter applied at every point at every time
step.
For certain impedance models Z(ω), including the mass–spring–damper impedance [4, 16] for which
Z = R + imω − iK/ω and the Extended Helmholtz Resonator impedance [5, 17] for which Z = R +
imω− iβ cot(ωL− iε/2), time-domain versions of the frequency-domain boundary condition (1) are possible.
However, high-frequency numerical instabilities are invariably present in time-domain simulations [4, 17, 18]
when such impedances are used with slipping mean flow using the Myers boundary condition (1). These
numerical instabilities are different from the instabilities due to the use of low-dissipation numerical schemes
mentioned above [19]. Stabilizing the boundary condition requires the use of strong, wide-band filters to
indiscriminately remove any form of instability. This is not surprising, since the underlying mathematical
model being simulated is illposed [20] and supports arbitrarily quick exponential growth at arbitrarily short
wavelengths. One way to regularize this problem is to consider a thin but non-zero thickness inviscid
boundary layer over the lining. Since resolving this boundary layer, while possible, is computationally more
expensive [e.g. 21] and introduces its own stability difficulties in the form of a continuous spectrum [22–24],
it is convenient instead to modify the Myers boundary condition to include the effects of a thin boundary
layer [25, 26]. Not only does this regularize the problem, but Ref. 25 has been shown to provide significantly
better accuracy than the Myers boundary condition [27]. These regularizations have until now been restricted
to the frequency-domain, and it is one purpose of this paper to present a time-domain finite-difference
implementation of the modified boundary condition of Ref. 25.
It should be noted that flow past a non-rigid boundary is often unstable, both in theory [28, 29] and in
practice [30, 31], as can be appreciated by considering the flapping of a flag in the wind [32]. While the
modified boundary conditions mentioned above remove the illposedness of arbitrarily fast exponential growth
caused by overly simple modelling assumptions, they should therefore still be expected to result in most
cases in a convectively unstable system [26, 33]. One other aim of this paper is therefore to describe general
numerical difficulties that arise when simulating unstable linear systems. In particular, careful distinction
is needed between genuine instabilities of the system being simulated and artificial instabilities introduced
by the numerical discretization [19]. While there have been previous investigations of special cases, such
as the careful numerical treatment of the continuous spectrum by Marx [24], here we propose for general
simulations a general class of artificial instabilities caused by a combination of instability of the underlying
physical system and the finite resolution of the numerical discretization. These artificial instabilities are of
a similar nature to those caused directly by under-resolution and aliasing [e.g. 14], but are distinct on two
accounts: firstly, they can be prevented by filtering only at the impedance boundary rather than throughout
the fluid; and secondly, under-resolution in space leads to well-resolved exponential growth in time, rather
than leading to dispersive and under-resolved temporal behaviour.
While we are concerned here with only inviscid flows, the techniques described here will be equally appli-
cable to modified boundary conditions that incorporate viscosity [34–36], provided the modified boundary
conditions remain well-posed. It is worth noting that viscosity by itself does not regularize the illposedness
due to the assumption of an infinitely thin boundary layer [35], but viscosity is likely to be important for
accuracy in certain situations [37, 38], and for stabilizing the well-posed inviscid instabilities [36].
In order to verify that the numerical scheme developed here accurately reproduces the correct results and
stability of the underlying equations, we will here consider a simple situation of a time-harmonic line source
in a uniform flow past an acoustic liner which admits an analytic solution [39]. Following a description of
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the general method in §2, this simple situation is described in §3, together with the numerical scheme used
and a comparison of numerical results with the analytic solution. A discussion of the important subtleties
of this numerical scheme owing to the convective instability of the underlying equations is given in §4, in
light of which the design and optimization of several boundary condition filters is described in §5. The
conclusion in §6 also discusses possible future extensions of this work, including its application to other
numerical schemes (such as finite elements) and the inclusion of viscosity.
2. Mathematical formulation
We consider a fluid with velocity u, pressure p and density ρ. Neglecting viscosity, the governing equations
are the Euler equations, given in appendix A. We write the time-independent mean flow with a subscript
zero and the small time-dependent perturbation with a prime, so that ρ′ = ρ−ρ0 is the small time-dependent
density perturbation and (ρu)′ = ρu−ρ0u0 is the small time-dependent momentum perturbation. The small
perturbations are therefore governed by the Linearized Euler Equations (LEE), also given in appendix A.
2.1. The impedance boundary
We consider a flat impedance boundary, with coordinates chosen such that the boundary is at y = 0
with the fluid in y < 0 and the mean flow in the ex direction. We assume the normal velocity of the
fluid at the surface vs may be modelled by a linear time-evolution equation forced by the surface pressure
perturbation p′, and we denote this model as B(p′). For example, a mass–spring–damper boundary has a
normal displacement ξ satisfying
m
∂2ξ
∂t2
+R
∂ξ
∂t
+Kξ = p′ ⇒ ∂
∂t
(
vs
ξ
)
=
(
1
m
[
p′ −Kξ −Rvs
]
vs
)
, (2)
where m, K and R are the mass, spring and damping coefficients respectively. By assuming a time depen-
dence exp{iωt} to ξ and vs, equation (2) gives the frequency-domain impedance Z(ω) = R+ i(mω −K/ω).
The reverse is also possible, at least for locally-reacting impedances: given a locally-reacting frequency-
domain impedance Z(ω) such that the Fourier transforms vˆs and pˆ of vs and p
′ are related by vˆs = pˆ/Z, the
convolution theorem gives
vs =
∫ ∞
−∞
Y (τ)p′(t− τ) dτ where Y (t) = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
Z(ω)−1eiωt dω, (3)
and a causal boundary should satisfy Y (τ) = 0 for τ < 0, one of Rienstra’s criteria for an admissible
impedance boundary [5]. While the expression (3) is often not convenient computationally, other forms for
B(p′) are often possible that are significantly more convenient, with one example being the mass–spring–
damper impedance given above in (2). Another example is the extended Helmholtz resonator model, which
may be efficiently expressed using a z-transform [5] giving a result suitable for numerical use. Note, however,
that vs is different from v
′ at y = 0, and so a boundary condition linking vs and v
′ is needed.
2.2. The Myers boundary condition
In the frequency domain we write v′(x, y, z, t) = vˆ(y) exp{iωt − ikx − iℓz}, and similarly for the other
variables. The Myers boundary condition (1) formulated in the frequency domain states that
iωZvˆ = i(ω − u0k)pˆ at y = 0. (4)
Noting that pˆ/Z = vˆs, in the time domain this boundary condition becomes
∂v′
∂t
=
∂vs
∂t
+ u0
∂vs
∂x
or, more generally,
∂v′
∂t
=
(
∂
∂t
+ u0 ·∇
)
vs, (5)
where vs is given by the time-domain boundary model B(p′).
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2.3. A modified boundary condition accounting for a thin boundary layer
Incorporating a thin boundary layer into the boundary condition, the modified frequency-domain bound-
ary condition of Ref. 25 is given by
[
iωZ + ρ0(ω − u0k)2δI0
]
vˆ =
[
i(ω − u0k)− iωZδI1 k
2 + ℓ2
i(ω − u0k)ρ0
]
pˆ, (6)
where δI0 and δI1 are small correction terms to (4) accounting for the presence of the thin boundary layer.
If we assume a boundary layer of width δ with a linear velocity variation and a uniform density, then
(ω − u0k)2δI0 = −ωku0δ + 23k2u20δ, and δI1 = δu0k/ω. (7)
In the derivation of Ref. 25, the flow outside the boundary layer was assumed constant, and so the linearized
momentum equation in the direction of the flow meant the identity iρ0(ω − u0k)uˆ − ikpˆ = 0 held outside
the boundary layer. It is therefore consistent with the assumptions of Ref. 25 to use this identity, together
with (7), to transform (6) into
iωvˆ − δρ0u0k(ω − 23u0k)νˆ = i(ω − u0k)vˆs − δu0(k2 + ℓ2)uˆ, (8)
where vˆs = pˆ/Z and νˆ = vˆ/Z. This may be interpreted in the time domain as
∂v′
∂t
=
(
∂
∂t
+ u0 ·∇
)
vs + δu0 ·
(∇2⊥u′)+ δρ0u0 ·∇
(
∂
∂t
+ 23u0 ·∇
)
ν, (9)
where ∇⊥ is the gradient operator normal to the surface, vs is given by the time-domain boundary model
B(p′) and ν is given by B(v′); i.e. the same time-domain boundary model B as for vs but forced by v′ rather
than p′. For example, for the mass–spring–damper impedance,
∂vs
∂t
=
1
m
[
p′ −Kξ −Rvs
]
,
∂ξ
∂t
= vs, (10a)
∂ν
∂t
=
1
m
[
v′ −Kη −Rν], ∂η
∂t
= ν. (10b)
The time-domain boundary condition (9) is one of the main results of this paper.
2.4. Using characteristics to apply the boundary condition
Away from the boundary, the time-evolution of the perturbation is given by the linearized Euler equa-
tions. At the impedance boundary, both the Myers boundary condition (5) and the modified boundary
condition (9) specify the value of ∂v′/∂t at the boundary, thus specifying a different time evolution for v′.
Neither boundary condition puts any restrictions on the time derivatives of any other perturbed variable.
One obvious possibility would therefore be to evolve these other variables at the boundary using the same
governing linearized Euler equations as within the fluid. We call this here the direct method of applying the
boundary conditions. That is, using the direct method, the time derivatives of all quantities are calculated
everywhere in the fluid using the linearized Euler equations, except that the boundary condition is used to
give the time derivative of v′ along the boundary.
As the direct method will be seen later to perform poorly, we now describe an alternative method, here
termed the characteristic method. In this method, the time derivatives of all quantities are first calculated
using the linearized Euler equations. These time derivatives are then modified at the boundary in order
that the boundary condition be satisfied. Instead of just modifying the time derivative of v′, however, we
instead modify only the amplitude of the incoming characteristic, leaving the other characteristics unaltered.
Details of this calculation are given in appendix A.1. The end result for a perfect gas with a homentropic
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Figure 1: Diagram of the benchmark problem.
mean flow is that, if q˙ = ∂∂t
(
ρ′, u′, v′, w′, p′
)
as calculated by the linearized Euler equations at the boundary,
then the vector of modified time derivatives q˙bc at the boundary is given by
q˙bc = q˙ −
[
q˙5
2ρ0c20
− q˙3
2c0
− (1−F)θ
]


ρ0
0
−c0
0
ρ0c
2
0

 where θ =
q˙5
2ρ0c20
+
q˙3
2c0
− 1
c0
∂v′
∂t
, (11)
where θ is the amplitude of the incoming characteristic, c0 =
√
γp0/ρ0 is the local sound speed, q˙3 and
q˙5 are the third and fifth components of the vector q˙, and F is an optional spatial filtering that will
be discussed in detail in §5. Equation (11) constitutes our time-domain characteristics-based impedance
boundary condition, with ∂v′/∂t on the right hand side of (11) given by either boundary condition (5)
or (9). This may be contrasted against the direct method written in the same form,
q˙bc = q˙ −
[
q˙3 − (1 −F)∂v
′
∂t
]


0
0
1
0
0

 . (12)
While (11) and (12) have been specialized to the case of a homentropic mean flow of a perfect gas, this
is not necessary and the general result is given in appendix A.1.
3. Test case and numerical implementation
In order to analyse the behaviour of the numerical implementation of the above boundary conditions,
particularly with regard to stability, it is important to have a known correct solution to compare to. We
achieve this here by considering as a test case a simple two-dimensional situation that has previously been
investigated analytically [39], sketched in figure 1. A fluid with constant density ρ0 ≡ 1 and constant sound
speed c0 ≡ 1 occupies y < 0 and flows with uniform Mach number M in the positive x-direction past a wall
at y = 0, with the Euler equations therefore implying the steady pressure p0 is constant. A small oscillatory
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point mass source1 of strength Q′ = δ(x)δ(y + ys)H(t) sin(ωt) generates small perturbations to this steady
flow, and the wall at y = 0 responds as a mass–spring–damper boundary governed by (2).
A time-domain finite-difference numerical simulation of this test case is performed using standard numer-
ical techniques, with the exception of the numerical impedance boundary condition which is implemented
using (11) and (9). Full details of the equations solved and numerical scheme used are given in appendix B.
The equations are solved on a truncated rectangular domain −L− ≤ x ≤ L+ and −H ≤ y ≤ 0, with
grid-points spaced equidistantly by ∆x and ∆y in the x- and y-directions. Spatial derivatives are calculated
using a seven-point fourth-order DRP scheme [11, 15] (with non-centered stencils used near the domain
boundaries), and time marching is performed using a six-stage fourth-order Runge–Kutta time step [12] of
overall length ∆t. The CFL number (1+M)∆t/∆x is chosen in the interval [0.8, 0.9]. A seven-point selective
spatial filter (a sixth order filter s7 described in section 5) is applied with small strength SF throughout the
domain at each time step to remove spurious short-wavelength components. The point source is implemented
numerically as a Gaussian monopole of width w = ∆x+∆y. A PML nonreflecting boundary [40] is applied
at the bottom of the domain, and periodic boundary conditions connect the upstream and downstream ends
of the domain at x = L±. The impedance boundary condition is implemented by modifying the incoming
characteristic at the boundary y = 0, as described in (11), with the velocity derivative ∂v′/∂t given by the
modified boundary condition (9) and the mass–spring–damper modelled using (10); this requires storage of
four extra quantities (vs, ξ, ν and η) at each location along the boundary. The same spatial and temporal
stencils were used for the boundary conditions as were used for the LEE. The boundary filter F in (11) was
chosen to be the fourth order n7 filter described in §5; effects of using different filtering will also be discussed
in §5.
To validate the numerical implementation, and to investigate the effects of different implementations of
the impedance boundary condition, numerical results are compared with two other solutions. The first is
the analytic modal analysis and long-time limit of Ref. 39, calculated using the code in the supplementary
material of that reference. Since this is an analytic solution of the LEE in an unbounded half-space, effects
due to discretization and the finite computational domain size are absent in this solution. Since the analytic
long-time solution is only valid in the long-time limit, it can only be compared to the numerical solution
once the initial transients of the sudden start at t = 0 have propagated away. The modal analysis of Ref. 39,
and in particular the temporal stability analysis, can also be used to compare the most unstable modal
content of the numerical simulation with that predicted analytically.
As a second comparison tool, the discretized dispersion analysis (DDA) of Ref. 19 is also performed.
This analysis assumes a spatial and temporal dependence exp{iωt− ikx} but otherwise exactly reproduces
the numerical method described above; that is, the DDA includes the discretization, the DRP scheme, the
time-stepping, the numerical implementation of the boundary condition, the PML at the lower boundary,
and the numerical filtering. This results in a linear eigenvalue problem to be solved for any given spatial
wavenumber k, with the eigenvalue ω giving the time evolution and the eigenvectors giving the spatial mode
shapes. For further details the reader is referred to Ref. 19. Once the DDA is validated against the full
numerical time-domain solution (and the agreement will be seen to be excellent), the DDA can be used
to investigate the effects of varying parameters, introducing or removing damping, and changing the way
the boundary condition is discretized and implemented, without the noise inherent in post-processing the
output of the full time-domain solution.
3.1. Numerical results
Several sets of parameters are considered for the situation described above. Three test cases were
investigated, labelled A–C, with each test case investigated at four resolutions. The coarsest resolution was
sufficient to resolve the acoustic waves at 10 points per wavelength, and the finest resolution was sufficient to
resolve the unstable surface waves at at least 10 points per wavelength. A summary of important parameters
for these test cases is given in table 1, with a full list of parameters given in appendix B.
1by which we mean a point mass source in two dimensions, or equivalently, a line mass source along the third dimension in
three dimensions.
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A B C
Flow Mach number M 0.5 0.5 0.4
Source frequency ω 31 31 10
Source position ys 0.3 0.3 0.3
Boundary layer thickness δ 0.001 0.001 0.001
Impedance mass m | 0.01 0.08
Impedance spring K rigid 10 6
Impedance damping R | 0.75 1.6
Impedance resonant frequency
√
K/m 31.6 8.66
Impedance damping factor R/
√
4Km 1.19 1.15
Grid 1 spacing (coarse) ∆x = ∆y 0.01 0.01 0.03
Grid 2 spacing ∆x = ∆y 0.005 0.005 0.015
Grid 3 spacing ∆x = ∆y 0.0025 0.0025 0.003
Grid 4 spacing (fine) ∆x = ∆y 0.001 0.001 0.002
Table 1: Parameters used for the different test cases investigated here.
3.1.1. Case A: rigid walls (Z =∞)
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the hard-walled test case A at time t = 4.62, sufficient time that the
initial transients from the sudden start at t = 0 have propagated away. The left hand column uses the
Myers boundary condition (5), while the right hand column uses the modified boundary condition (9) with
a boundary layer of width δ = 10−3. Subfigures (a)–(d) use the coarsest grid with 10 points per acoustic
wavelength. An instability is seen in subfigure (b) since neither (a) nor (b) use filtering in their boundary
conditions, but (c) and (d) show that introducing filtering removes this instability without affecting the
accuracy of the acoustic solution. This artificial numerical instability will be investigated further in the
following sections concerning non-rigid boundaries. Subfigures (e) and (f) are for a ten times higher grid
resolution; the only difference visible between (c)–(d) and (e)–(f) are a stronger upstream propagation in
the latter, caused by the Gaussian source being more compact in (e)–(f) and therefore better approximating
a true point source. Indeed, the comparison between (e)–(f) and the analytic results in (g)–(h) shows no
discernible difference, suggesting the correctness of the numerical scheme once the point source is adequately
resolved. The only effect of the thin boundary layer is to slightly alter the angle of the lobes radiating in
the upstream direction; such a small effect is due to the wall being entirely rigid in this case.
3.1.2. Case B: lined walls
Figure 3 plots several snapshot of the lined-walled test case B at various times for both the Myers
boundary condition (5) in the left-hand-column and the modified boundary condition (9) in the right-hand-
column. Subfigures (a)–(b) show the analytic long-time result, and clearly show a convective instability.
Since this instability grows exponentially in space, and since the numerical simulations in (c)–(j) use double
precision floating point calculations with a rounding error of approximately 2 × 10−16, for these numerical
simulations only regions with an amplitude at least 2×10−16 times the maximum amplitude are plotted, since
other regions will contain only numerical noise. For the Myers boundary condition an absolute instability
is seen which grows in time at all spatial locations, while for the δ = 10−3 case a more slowly-growing
convective instability is present that propagates downstream.
In order to better quantify the instabilities seen in figure 3, figure 4 plots the pressure amplitude along the
liner at y = 0 on a log scale for each of the times plotted in figure 3. The pressure at each time is multiplied
by e−Gt and translated by −Ut, with G and U chosen so as to collapse the instability onto a single curve as
far as possible. Figure 4(a) for the modified boundary condition shows a wave packet convecting at half the
mean flow velocity (i.e. U = 0.25) and growing with a growth rate G = 23.5. At the earlier times t = 2.1
and t = 2.5 the acoustic signal is visible away from the convecting wave packet, but by t = 4.2 it has been
obliterated by the growth of the wave packet. By comparison, figure 4(b) shows the same results for the
Myers boundary condition, and clearly shows a non-convective wave packet (U = −0.01) growing with a far
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Figure 2: Pressure (red positive, blue negative) at time t = 4.62 for case A (table 1), having a rigid wall with impedance
Z = ∞ along y = 0. (a), (c), (e) and (g) have no boundary layer (δ = 0), while (b), (d), (f) and (h) have a boundary layer
of thickness δ = 10−3. (a) and (b) perform no boundary filtering, while (c)–(f) apply the n7 filter (section 5) to the incoming
characteristic. (a)–(d) use the course grid 1 with ∆x = 10−2, while (e) and (f) use the fine grid 4 with ∆x = 10−3. (g) and (h)
are the analytic results of Ref. 39.
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(c) (d)
(e) (f)
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(i) (j)
Figure 3: Plots of pressure for case B for δ = 0 (a,c,e,g,i) and δ = 10−3 (b,d,f,h,j) calculated numerically at times t = 2.1 (c,d),
t = 2.5 (e,f), t = 4.2 (g,h) and t = 6.0 (i,j). For comparison, (a,b) are the analytic results from Ref. 39. Red is positive pressure,
blue is negative pressure. For the numerical results, white regions are regions where the amplitude is less than 2× 10−16 times
the maximum pressure and so are within the numerical double-precision noise.
higher growth rate G = 121.
While the instability in figure 3(h,j) might at first sight seem similar to the instability in figure 2(b)
that was filtered out, in fact the instability in this case is genuine and is predicted by the analytic results
of Ref. 39. By using the surface wave dispersion relation of Ref. 33 we may search for surface modes with
exp{iωt− ikx} dependence such that the group velocity cg = dω/dk is real. An observer moving with such
a group velocity would therefore observe a perturbation with dependence exp{i(ω − kcg)t}. Figure 5 plots
this growth rate −Im(ω − kcg) as a function of the group velocity cg, and clearly demonstrates that the
most unstable wave packets will be seen with a group velocity of U = 0.248 and a growth rate of G = 23.48,
in agreement with figure 4(a). The numerical instability seen in this case may therefore be attributed to
being an accurate simulation of a genuine instability of the underlying equations, rather than an artificial
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Figure 4: Plots of p(x + Ut, 0, t)e−Gt , where p(x, 0, t) is the numerically calculated pressure along the lining y = 0 for grid 4
of case B (table 1). (a) includes the boundary layer with incoming characteristic filtered using the n7 filter (section 5). (b)
ignores the boundary layer but still filters the incoming characteristic with filter n7. Note that (a) and (b) are plotted using
different scales.
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Figure 5: For case B, plot of the asymptotic growth rate (−Im(ω − cgk)) when travelling with velocity x = cgt predicted by
the analytic results of Ref. 39.
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Figure 6: Exponential growth rate as a function of wavenumber for case B, grid 4. The time-domain computational result is
obtained from a discrete Fourier transform of the growth between times t = 3.2 and t = 4.5. Also plotted are growth rates
given by the discrete dispersion analysis [19], the continuous analytic result using the modified boundary condition [39], and
the dispersion analysis from solving the Pridmore-Brown equation resolving the boundary layer.
instability that is an artifact of the numerical scheme used. Since the Myers boundary condition leads to
an ill-posed mathematical problem, it is not possible to perform a comparable analysis for the δ = 0 case;
see §3.3 or refer to Ref. 20 for further details.
3.1.3. Case C
The results for case C are similar to case B, and the conclusions are the same. Results are therefore
omitted here for brevity.
3.2. Temporal growth rates
We next compare the temporal growth rate −Imω extracted from the time-domain simulation with those
expected from both the analytic theory [39] and from the discrete dispersion analysis (DDA) of Ref. 19,
for different spatial Fourier components k. For the time-domain simulation, the growth rate is obtained
by performing a discrete Fourier transform on the pressure amplitude along the lining at y = 0 and taking
the ratio of the magnitudes of the Fourier components at times t = 4.5 and t = 3.2. Due to the rounding
errors of double precision floating point numbers mentioned above, only Fourier components of sufficiently
large magnitude give meaningful growth rates. Figure 6 plots the growth rates found in the time-domain
simulation of case B at the finest grid resolution, and compares those with the prediction from the DDA;
excellent agreement is seen, giving confidence in the DDA predictions even at smaller growth rates which are
too small to be seen in the time-domain simulations due to numerical rounding errors. Excellent agreement is
also seen between the analytic and discrete solutions in figure 6. However, the modified boundary condition
is only an approximation of perturbations to an inviscid sheared flow governed by the Pridmore-Brown
equation [41], and the approximation is only valid for small δ and k ≪ 1/δ. The discrepancy between
resolving the boundary layer using the Pridmore-Brown equation and approximating the boundary layer
using the modified boundary condition can be seen in figure 6 despite the very small value of δ = 10−3 used
here; time-domain simulations therefore need only simulate the underlying modified boundary condition
as accurately as the modified boundary condition reproduces the Pridmore-Brown boundary-layer-resolved
results.
Excellent agreement was also seen between growth rates extracted from time-domain simulations and
growth rates predicted by the DDA in numerous other test cases not plotted here, including those for
which there is a significant deviation from the analytic results due to under-resolution and other effects of
discretization discussed below; a selection of these are given in the supplementary material. We can therefore
be confident that the DDA results represent the behaviour of the time-domain simulations.
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Figure 7: For case B, plots of the growth rate (−Im ω) predicted by Ref. 19 against wavenumber k for various grid resolutions,
together with the analytic solution using either the Myers boundary condition [8] or the modified boundary condition from
Ref. 39.
3.3. Convergence and wellposedness
The primary effect of including the boundary layer within the modified boundary condition (9) rather
than using the simpler Myers boundary condition (5) is to make the underlying mathematical problem
well-posed (see Ref. 25). The numerical impact of this is that numerical simulations will converge as
the computational grid is refined, whereas for the illposed problem yet finer grids will lead to yet-quicker
instability growth which remains poorly resolved spatially. To illustrate this, figure 7 plots the temporal
growth rate for case B for several spatial resolutions for both the Myers (a) and modified (b) boundary
conditions. The analytic results (corresponding to an infinitely fine grid spacing) are also plotted. In both
cases, the time-domain numerics accurately reflect the analytic solution at well resolved length scales (small
k) before failing to correctly resolve the instability at shorter length scales (larger k) as first the accuracy
of the numerical derivative fails and subsequently the Nyquist frequency k = π/∆x is reached. Figure 7(a)
for the Myers boundary condition shows that, as the grid is refined, the point of maximum instability grows
and shifts to larger wavenumbers, leading to ever faster growing instability at barely resolved spatial length
scales; the is due to the underlying mathematical model being illposed and allowing arbitrarily high growth
rates for arbitrarily large k. In contrast, figure 7(b) for the modified boundary condition shows that, as the
grid is refined, the time-domain simulations converge to the theoretical result which has a finite maximum
growth rate (in this case, −Im(ω) ≈ 23.5 for k ≈ 328, of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical
order-of-magnitude estimate k ≈ (1−M2)1/6m−1/3δ−2/3 ≈ 442 from Ref. 33).
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Figure 8: Growth rate against wavenumber for grid 3 of case C for various implementations of the boundary condition. The
two curves labelled “direct” apply the boundary condition directly using (12), while the two curves labelled “characteristic”
modify the incoming characteristic using (11). In the filtered cases, the n7 filter described in §5 is used.
4. Distinguishing real and artificial numerical instabilities
In addition to formulating the modified boundary condition of Ref. 25 in the time domain, leading
to equation (9), the implementation presented above applies this boundary condition using the incoming
characteristic (11) rather than directly applying the boundary condition (12). A spatial filter 1 − F is
also applied to the incoming characteristic amplitude θ. In this section we discuss why these details are
important, and what the consequences are of doing otherwise. Details of the filter F follow in section 5.
4.1. Importance of using characteristic boundary conditions
Figure 8 plots the results of the DDA2 for grid 3 of case C for various methods of implementing the
boundary condition (9). With or without filtering, directly applying the boundary condition using (12) is
seen to lead to an unstable and inaccurate result. This may be because directly applying the boundary
condition violates the causal behaviour that is preserved by using characteristics, where only characteristics
propagating into the domain may be affected by the presence of the boundary. Owing to these problems with
directly applying the boundary conditions, we will only consider a characteristics-based boundary condition
given by (11) in what follows.
With the incoming characteristic filtered, figure 8 shows the numerics correctly reproducing the analytic
result, with an instability with a maximum growthrate at around k ≈ 206; this agrees well with the theo-
retical order-of-magnitude prediction of k ≈ (1 −M2)1/6m−1/3δ−2/3 ≈ 225 from Ref. 33. For large k the
numerics are overly dissipative, but this is as intended since such wavenumbers are poorly resolved spatially.
Without the filtering, however, the characteristic method not only exhibits instability correctly at around
k ≈ 206, but also exhibits an artificial numerical instability of comparable growthrate at around k ≈ 625,
and another artificial numerical instability of much larger growthrate at around k ≈ 978, very close to the
Nyquist limit of k = 1047. The reason for this behaviour is discussed in the next section.
2These DDA results have been verified against growth rates of the full time-domain simulations
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4.2. The cause of artificial instability
To understand the stability of the discretized system shown in figure 8, we must first consider the
limitations of the spatial differentiation used. For simplicity we consider only symmetric derivatives here,
although the same argument will hold for nonsymmetric derivatives. The spatial derivatives used here
are calculated using a finite-difference DRP scheme [11], such that if f(xn) = fn for xn = n∆x then the
derivative f ′(xn) is approximated by f
′
n, and the second derivative f
′′(xn) is approximated by f
′′
n , where
f ′n =
1
∆x
N∑
j=1
aj(fn+j − fn−j), f ′′n =
1
(∆x)2
N(2)∑
j=0
a
(2)
j (fn+j + fn−j), (13)
and aj and a
(2)
j are constants that specify the scheme. Following the analysis of Tam and Webb [11],
we consider a function f(x) = exp{−ikx}, and define the numerical wavenumbers κ(k) = if ′n/fn and(
κ(2)(k)
)2
= −f ′′n/fn, giving
κ(k)∆x = 2
N∑
j=1
aj sin(k∆x)
(
κ(2)(k)∆x
)2
= −2
N(2)∑
j=0
a
(2)
j cos(k∆x). (14)
(Note that in general κ(2) 6= κ apart from in the special case that the second derivative is formed by
applying the first derivative stencil twice.) These numerical wavenumbers are plotted in figure 9, and are
qualitatively representative of all finite-difference schemes; i.e. had different differentiation schemes been
used, the functions κ(k) and κ(2)(k) would still exhibit similar features. In particular, κ = 0 at the Nyquist
frequency k∆x = π, and hence dκ/dk = 0 for some k∆x = α0 < π. The sampling of the continuous
solution introduces an aliasing of the numerical derivative; any wavenumber component such that k∆x > α0
is treated by the numerical derivative as the alias of a longer wavelength. This implies that any effective
wavenumber κ∆x is found for two different values of k∆x. The point k∆x = α0 corresponds to the transition
from dissipative to parasitic damping referred to by Tam et al. [14]. For the DRP scheme used here [11],
α0 ≈ 0.634π ≈ 1.993, or approximately 3 points per wavelength. Also, κ(2) exhibits a zero derivative when
k = α
(2)
0 /∆x, which is at the Nyquist frequency α
(2)
0 = π for symmetric stencils.
Since the continuous model being simulated is temporally unstable, there is at least one modal solution
of the form exp{iω(k)t− ikx} for which Im(ω(k)) < 0. The numerical discretization would see this spatial
wavenumber k when calculating derivatives as if it were a spatial wavenumber κ(k), and so we might expect
the numerical scheme to support a comparable solution of the form exp{iω(κ(k))t− ikx}. This assumes the
numerical time integration to be perfect (which is a reasonable assumption in our case, since the instabilities
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Figure 10: Results of the Discrete Dispersion Analysis for grid 3 of case C. Two reference solutions ω(k) and ω(κ(k)) from the
analytic model are plotted against two numerical solutions using the characteristic boundary condition with no filtering. The
D 21 numerical solution calculates the second derivative by applying the first derivative stencil twice. The vertical dot-dashed
line denotes k = α0/∆x. The imaginary part of the group velocity, Im(dω/dk), is an order of magnitude smaller than the real
part plotted in (b).
are well resolved in time, see [19]), and that κ(2) = κ. If such a solution were supported, then owing to the
zero derivative of κ(k) at k = α0/∆x, the numerical solution would have dω/dk = 0 for k = α0/∆x; that is,
the numerical solution would have an artificial zero group velocity at k = α0/∆x with Im(ω(κ(α0/∆x))) < 0,
potentially leading to an artificial absolute instability. This is what is seen in figure 4(b) for the Myers
boundary condition.
In order to check these assumptions, figure 10 compares the growth rate and group velocity given by the
theoretical dispersion relation ω(k), the semi-analytical expression ω(κ(k))) and the DDA. For the latter
the second derivative is calculated either by using directly the second-order derivative (13b) or by applying
the first derivative stencil twice (labelled “Numerical D 21 ” in figure 10), so that κ
(2) = κ.
The semi-analytic prediction ω(κ(k))) describes accurately the theoretical instability at k ≃ 200. This
is expected since in this range of wavenumbers the numerical dispersion error is small and κ ≃ k. More
importantly, figure 10(a) shows the expression ω(κ(k))) also captures the instability found in the numerical
results at high wavenumbers. It is found at k ≃ 910, for which κ(k) ≃ 200, and is hence an alias of the
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Figure 11: Growth rate against wavenumber for grid 3 of case C, applying the boundary condition using the characteristic
method (11), for various different boundary condition filtering schemes. Either the normal velocity derivative dv′/dt or the
characteristic amplitude θ is filtered using either the mild s7 or strong n7 filters described in §5.
theoretical instability at k ≃ 200. This indicates that the spurious instability k ≃ 910 in the numerical
model is generated by the aliasing of the finite-difference stencil.
When the second derivative is calculated by applying the first-derivative stencil twice, the group velocity
results from the DDA match the expression ω(κ(k))) very well in figure 10(b). In particular, both show a zero
group velocity at k∆x ≈ α0 (unlike the group velocity of the theoretical dispersion relation which remains
positive throughout). The growth rates in figure 10(a) also match closely, apart from around k∆x ≈ α0
where the numerics support an additional instability. We therefore speculate here that this extra instability
is due to the artificial zero group velocity at k∆x = α0, as theorized above.
If instead the actual second derivative is used, rather than applying the first derivative twice, then as
shown in figure 9 the second derivative has a zero derivative of κ(2) at k∆x = α(2)= π, and this gives rise
to the far more extreme instability near the Nyquist frequency seen in figure 10(a) (for the curve labelled
“Numerical”).
In summary, this section motivates the use of spatial filtering within the boundary condition that is very
strong around the wavenumbers α0 and α
(2)
0 .
4.3. Methods of filtering the boundary condition
The previous section suggests numerical filtering of the boundary condition is important to remove
artificial numerical instabilities while retaining real instabilities of the underlying continuous model. Here,
we consider the effect of several different ways of filtering the boundary condition. While §5 discusses the
filters used, here for demonstration purposes we will make use of a standard 7-point 6th order low pass
filter (s7) and a more dissipative 7-point 4th order low pass filter (n7). These filters could be applied to
either the calculated boundary velocity derivative dv′/dt (as in equation 12) or to the amplitude of the
incoming characteristic θ (as in equation 11). Each of these possibilities is plotted in figure 11, and the only
combination that correctly reflects the actual stability of the continuous system is filtering the characteristic
amplitude θ using the n7 filter. If dv′/dt were filtered, then at high wavenumbers the boundary condition
would effectively be that of a hard perfectly reflecting boundary with dv′/dt = 0. If instead the incoming
characteristic θ is filtered, then at high wavenumbers the boundary condition would effectively be that
of no incoming characteristic with θ = 0; i.e. an absorbing boundary. However, even when filtering the
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incoming characteristic, the s7 filter is not strong enough around k = α0/∆x to completely suppress the
artificial instability due to dκ/dk = 0, and so some instability is still seen around k ≈ 600 in figure 11.
Only the n7 filter is sufficiently strong around k∆x = α0 to give the correct stability behaviour of the
underlying continuous system, and even then only when applied to the incoming characteristic amplitude θ.
Because of this, the numerical results shown in §3 where obtained using the n7 filter applied to the incoming
characteristic amplitude.
5. Design and performance of numerical filtering at the boundary
The filter for the boundary condition should be designed to avoid the artificial absolute instability due
to the zero derivative of κ(k) at k∆x = α0, and to suppress the copy of the theoretical instability due to
aliasing for k∆x > α0. This low-pass filter (1−F) is introduced into the boundary condition by filtering the
incoming characteristic amplitude (11). It is significantly less computationally expensive than the filtering
applied throughout the fluid, since it is only applied at the comparatively few locations lying along an
impedance boundary. Since this filter is applied to the incoming characteristic which is calculated afresh at
each time step, the filter is applied with strength 1, in contrast to the filtering throughout the fluid which
is typically applied with a small amplitude owing to the cumulative effect of repeatedly filtering at each
timestep. The filter F is implemented numerically as a (2N + 1)-point symmetric finite difference filter, so
that a quantity fn = f(n∆x) is filtered to f
f
n , where
ffn = fn −
N∑
j=−N
d|j|fn+j
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ff
. (15)
Following Tam et al. [14], assuming f(x) = fˆ exp{−ikx} gives
fˆf = fˆ − Fˆ(k∆x)fˆ where Fˆ(α) = d0 +
N∑
j=1
2dj cos(jα). (16)
We now consider possible coefficients dj to optimize Fˆ . We require Fˆ(0) = 0 and Fˆ(π) = 1, and in addition
djFˆ/dαj = 0 at α = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n0− 1 and at α = π for j = 1, . . . , npi − 1 to give an n0 order filter with
order npi damping at the Nyquist frequency α = π. Inspired by the test filters of Bogey and Bailly [12], here
we require the filter to be optimal in the sense that it minimizes
M(dj) = R
∫ pi/3
pi/16
|Fˆ(α)|dα
α
+
∫ pi
2pi/3
|1− Fˆ(α)|dα
α
, (17)
where R is a weighting parameter to prefer low damping at small wavenumbers against high damping at
large wavenumbers. We require 0 ≤ Fˆ(α), and unlike the test filters of Ref. 12, we also require Fˆ(α) ≤ 1,
which was found necessary to ensure stability in our application. We also have the additional restriction that
the filter should be sufficiently damping at the zero derivative wavenumber α0 that the artificial instability
is suppressed. Since in general the amount of damping necessary at α0 will depend on the stability of the
boundary at the wavelength α0/∆x, and will therefore vary with ∆x, one possibility to ensure sufficient
damping for arbitrary ∆x is to pin the filter to satisfy Fˆ(α0) = 1. However, α0 varies with the derivative
scheme used, so that, for example, the higher order derivative schemes of Bogey and Bailly [12] have different
values for α0. Another possibility, pursued here, is therefore to pin Fˆ = 1 at some suitable value of α, and
we find Fˆ(2π/3) = 1 and Fˆ(3π/4) = 1 lead to efficient filters.
Several filtering schemes are proposed here, with their parameters listed in table 2 and their coefficients
dj given in table B.3. The s7 filter is a standard 7-point 6th order filter for comparison purposes, while the
n7 filter is a similar 7-point filter but relaxed to 4th order to allow greater damping at short wavelengths.
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filter width (2N + 1) order at 0 (n0) order at π (npi) pinned to 1 at weighting (R) Fˆ(α0)
s7 7 6 2 × − 0.35
n7 7 4 4 × − 0.79
p11 11 6 2 2π/3 − 0.99
w15 15 6 2 3π/4 1 0.82
p17 17 6 4 2π/3 1/2 0.98
Table 2: Optimization parameters used for finding optimized filters. A cross denotes a value not used, and a dash denotes
a value having no effect on the filter coefficients. Fˆ(α0) shows the effect of the filter at the zero group velocity wavenumber
α0 ≈ 1.993 for the DRP scheme used here. The coefficients obtained are given in table B.3.
The p11 and p17 filters are 11- and 17-point 6th order filters respectively, pinned to give complete filtering
at α = 2π/3, and therefore giving almost complete filtering at α = α0 for the DRP derivatives used here (as
seen from the last column in table 2). The w15 filter is similarly a 15-point 6th order filter, but pinned to
give complete filtering at α = 3π/4. The s7, n7 and p11 filters are completely specified by their constraints,
and therefore only the w15 and p17 filters have spare degrees of freedom that can be used to minimize
M(dj). Plots of these filters are given in figure 12. If the stencil width of the filter is of no concern, the p17
filter gives both a high level of filtering at α0 and shorter wavelengths, and a very low level of dissipation
for longer wavelengths, having an effect of magnitude less than 10−3 for more than 8 points per wavelength
and an effect of less than 10−4 for more than 9 points per wavelength (see figure 12(c)). For the 7-point
filters and the w15 filter, care must be taken to ensure the filtering at α0 is sufficient to prevent the artificial
absolute instability.
Figure 13 plots the performance of these filters applied to the incoming characteristic for case C grid 4,
using the discrete dispersion analysis (DDA). All filters successfully remove the large artificial instability
near the Nyquist frequency k∆x = π, since all filters are required to give total dissipation there. Also, all
filters correctly reproduce the real instability at low wavenumbers. However, the only filters to completely
remove the artificial instability for mid wavenumbers are the n7 and p11 filters, since these are the most
dissipative filters at wavenumbers of the order k∆x ≈ π/4. Since the p11 filter uses a significantly wider
stencil than the n7 filter, the n7 filter has been used for all the numerical results in §3. The p11 filter may
however be useful when the continuous system is even more unstable because the p11 filter, being pinned
to be totally dissipative at k∆x = 2π/3, is a significantly stronger filter around the artificial instability
wavenumber α0 than the n7 filter, as shown by the last column in table 2.
The more advanced w15 and p17 filters are seen not to filter sufficiently strongly in the mid range of
wavenumbers. While further investigation and careful choice of optimization function may yield a better
performing wide filter, we believe the analysis in this section suggests there is little to be gained from such
an investigation, and that a strong simple filter such as the n7 filter (or, if need be, the p11 filter) should
be sufficient for many typical applications.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents a time-domain version of the frequency-domain modified boundary condition of
Ref. 25, given by equation (9). A reference implementation is also given by directly calculating (9) and
applying it using (11), using the filter F given by (15) with coefficients n7 from table B.3. The use of
characteristic boundary conditions (11) was found particularly important. While the reference implemen-
tation is only demonstrated for a simple two-dimensional homentropic uniform flow over a flat impedance
boundary, the boundary condition derived and its method of application are immediately applicable to three-
dimensional non-homentropic nonuniform flows. The are no technical barriers to using the technique with a
curved impedance boundary, although since the underlying boundary condition of Ref. 25 was derived under
the assumption of a flat impedance boundary and lacks an equivalent of the n · ∇u0 · n curvature term in
the Myers boundary condition (1), the accuracy of computations using the proposed boundary condition on
a curved impedance boundary are not guaranteed.
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Figure 13: For case C, grid 4, plots of the growth rate (−Imω) predicted by the DDA [19] against wavenumber k for various
filters, together with the analytic solution using the modified boundary condition from Ref. 39.
The goal of the modified boundary condition of Ref. 25 was to find a mathematically well-posed boundary
condition that allows for a stability analysis, and which it was hoped would allow convergence of numerical
simulations with grid refinement; a particular deficiency of the Myers boundary condition [20]. The reference
implementation given here shows that indeed convergence with grid refinement is possible (figure 7), and that,
if care is taken with how the boundary condition is implemented, the stability properties of the underlying
continuous model can be reproduced numerically. The reference implementation also demonstrates how to
deal with certain artifacts of the numerical discretization which are believed to be applicable to numerical
simulations of unstable systems in general. These artifacts are caused by the aliasing of the theoretical
instability, and by the artificially induced zero group velocity of the spatial discretization at the wavenumber
k = α0/∆x, which combines with the temporally unstable continuous system being discretized to produce
an artificial absolute instability. Both of these effects depend on the spatial finite difference scheme used.
Strong but precise filtering of the boundary condition is needed to suppress these artificial instabilities while
retaining any physical instabilities. Such filtering will also depend on the spatial scheme used, although we
believe the approximation α0 ≈ 2π/3 assumed for several of the filters derived in section 5 will commonly
be valid. The artificial zero group velocity causes no problems if the wavenumber k = α0/∆x is stable, and
therefore this feature is not seen for numerical simulations of stable systems.
It should however be noted that the underlying continuous model [25] is only an approximation of the
Pridmore–Brown equation (as for example plotted in figure 6) valid for small boundary layer thicknesses
δ and not-too-high wavenumbers k ≪ 1/δ, and even the Pridmore–Brown equation is only an inviscid
approximation to the true boundary layer behaviour. This means that perfectly reproducing the continuous
approximation of Ref. 25 using a very fine discretization is not necessarily desirable. The restriction to k ≪
1/δ is not limiting here, since to resolve such high wavenumbers would require a discretization ∆x = O(δ)
which would therefore be sufficiently fine to resolve the boundary layer explicitly without having to resort
to a modified boundary condition. Indeed, Ref. 33 predicts that the most unstable behaviour occurs at a
wavenumber with an order of magnitude k ≈ (1 −M2)1/6m−1/3δ−2/3, which agrees well with the results
given here, and therefore suggests that ∆x ≈ (1−M2)−1/6m1/3δ2/3 should be sufficient to correctly resolve
the stability behaviour of the underlying continuous model.
All the results presented here have reproduced the convectively unstable behaviour of the underlying
inviscid continuous model; indeed, it was proposed in Ref. 25 that inviscid flows over non-rigid boundaries
“are absolutely unstable for sufficiently thin boundary layers, and are convectively unstable otherwise”.
In contrast, most modern computational aeroacoustics simulations assume stability, either explicitly or
implicitly, and then tune the artificial numerical filtering they apply in order to achieve this, irrespective of
whether the equations being solved support an instability. One has only to think of the flapping of a flag in
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the wind [32] to realize that flow over non-rigid surfaces may be physically unstable, and there is growing
experimental evidence that flows over acoustic linings also exhibit an instability [30, 31]. Incorporating
viscosity into the boundary layer over acoustic linings affects the stability of the flow, and can completely
stabilize the flow provided viscosity is strong enough [36]. A boundary condition incorporating this stabilizing
effect of viscosity is currently being investigated [42], and it is expected that the analysis provided here may
be applied to this and other modified boundary conditions in future to yield the correct stability behaviour of
the underlying model. Even in the inviscid case, time-domain simulations that include convective instability
are not problematic provided the acoustic liner has a finite length (unlike the infinite-length liner considered
here), meaning that the instability can only grow to a certain magnitude before reaching the end of the liner.
The feedback mechanism generated by an instability over a finite-length liner scattering into acoustic waves
at the liner trailing edge and triggering the instability once they reach the liner leading edge may therefore
be analysed in time-domain simulations using the method proposed in this paper.
A number of optimized filters were considered here in §5, with the simple seven-point fourth-order filter
n7 performed best in practice while also having the advantage of a small stencil. Due to this filtering,
about ten points per wavelength were necessary for numerical resolution at the boundary, and so the better
performance of highly optimized DRP stencils at fewer points per wavelength was wasted at the boundary.
One possibility for future research would be to reoptimize the coefficients of a finite-difference stencil in a
similar way as for a DRP scheme, but optimizing to achieve the largest possible value of α0. This would allow
for filters to be reoptimized for this new value of α0 that filter more weakly at smaller wavenumbers, and thus
could possibly allow for accurate simulations with fewer points per wavelength. However, we emphasise that
the optimization of the derivative stencil and the filter are linked such that both need optimizing together
to give a coherent optimal numerical scheme.
There are a number of other possible extensions to the work presented here. The boundary layer assumed
here has a uniform density and a linear velocity variation, while the modified boundary condition of Ref. 25
allows for arbitrary boundary layer profiles of velocity and density. In addition, the analysis here assumes
a flat impedance surface, where as the Myers boundary condition [8] allows for arbitrary curvature. The
boundary layer was also considered to be inviscid, and other boundary conditions that include viscosity [34,
35, 38, 42, 43] could also be investigated. Numerically, we assume a finite difference numerical scheme with
a constant grid spacing ∆x, and either a variable grid spacing or indeed a different scheme such as a finite
element simulation could be considered.
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Appendix A. Conservative form of the Euler and linearized Euler equations
We consider fluid with velocity u, pressure p, density ρ, temperature T and specific entropy s. Neglecting
viscosity and heat transfer, the governing equations are the Euler equations, written in their conservative
form as
∂ρ
∂t
+∇· (ρu) = Q, (A.1a)
∂
∂t
(ρu) +∇· (ρuu+ pI) = f +Qu, (A.1b)
∂
∂t
(ρs) +∇ · (ρsu) = S +Qs, (A.1c)
where I is the identity matrix, and Q, S, and f are a mass source, entropy source, and body force respectively.
Note that the entropy s is only defined up to addition of an arbitrary constant in this formulation. We now
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suppose the flow consists of small perturbations to a steady mean flow u0, p0, ρ0, s0, and we denote
small perturbations by a prime, so that ρ′ = ρ − ρ0 is the small time-dependent density perturbation and
(ρu)′ = ρu − ρ0u0 is the small time-dependent momentum perturbation. The small perturbations are
governed by the Linearized Euler Equations (LEE), which may be written as
∂q
∂t
+
∑
i
∂
∂xi
(
Fiq
)
= H , (A.2a)
where, in cartesian coordinates u = uex + vey + wez,
q =


ρ′
(ρu)′
(ρv)′
(ρw)′
(ρs)′

 , H =


Q′
f ′x +
(
Qu
)′
f ′y +
(
Qv
)′
f ′z +
(
Qw
)′
S′ +
(
Qs
)′

 , Fx =


0 1 0 0 0
−u20 + c20(1− χ0s0) 2u0 0 0 c20χ0
−u0v0 v0 u0 0 0
−u0w0 w0 0 u0 0
−u0s0 s0 0 0 u0

 , (A.2b)
Fy =


0 0 1 0 0
−u0v0 v0 u0 0 0
−v20 + c20(1− χ0s0) 0 2v0 0 c20χ0
−v0w0 0 w0 v0 0
−v0s0 0 s0 0 v0

 , Fz =


0 0 0 1 0
−u0w0 w0 0 u0 0
−v0w0 0 w0 v0 0
−w20 + c20(1− χ0s0) 0 0 2w0 c20χ0
−w0s0 0 0 s0 w0

 ,
(A.2c)
where c2 = ∂p∂ρ |s is the square of the speed of sound, β = − 1ρ ∂ρ∂T |p is the coefficient of thermal expansion,
cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, and χ = βT/cp. For a perfect gas with ratio of specific heats
γ = cp/cv, these are given by c
2 = γp/ρ and β = 1/T . The vectors Fiq may be interpreted as the flux of
q in the ei direction, and hence F(n)q =
∑
i niFiq gives the flux of q is the n direction. The eigenvectors
of F(n) =
∑
i niFi give the characteristics of the LEE in the direction n, and the corresponding eigenvalues
give the speed of propagation along those characteristics. For example, the characteristics in the ey direction
are given by the columns of Wy, where
Fy = WyDyW
−1
y , Dy = diag(v0, v0, v0, v0 + c0, v0 − c0), (A.3a)
Wy =


1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 u0 u0
v0 0 0 v0 + c0 v0 − c0
0 0 1 w0 w0
s0 − 1χ0 0 0 s0 s0

 , W
−1
y =


χ0s0 0 0 0 −χ0
u0(χ0s0 − 1) 1 0 0 −u0χ0
w0(χ0s0 − 1) 0 0 1 −w0χ0
c0−v0
2c0
− χ0s02 0 12c0 0
χ0
2
c0+v0
2c0
− χ0s02 0 −12c0 0
χ0
2

 . (A.3b)
The first column of Wy defines the characteristic corresponding to entropy perturbations and the second
and third columns correspond to vortical perturbations, all convected with the fluid at velocity v0, while
the final two columns of Wy correspond to acoustic perturbations propagating at velocity c0 relative to the
mean flow velocity v0. The amplitudes of these characteristics are given by W
−1
y q which corresponds to
the projection of the solution q on the vector basis Wy. For a perfect gas (β0 = 1/T0) with a homentropic
base flow (s0 constant) we may choose the arbitrary constant of s0 at will; choosing s0 = cp significantly
simplifies (A.2) and (A.3) in this case.
Appendix A.1. Characteristic boundary condition
The boundary conditions (5) or (9) specify the normal velocity v′ and are used here to calculate the
incoming characteristics. To that end the time derivative ∂qbc/∂t used to march the solution on the boundary
forward in time is written
∂qbc
∂t
= WyPW
−1
y
∂q
∂t
+ θ−y w
−
y , where P = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 0), (A.4)
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where ∂q/∂t is the time derivative calculated with the LEE (A.2a). The projection operator WyPW
−1
y
eliminates the incoming characteristic. The final column of Wy is denoted by w
−
y and θ
−
y is the rate of
change of the incoming characteristic that will be obtained from the boundary condition.
Using equation (A.3) for Wy (simplified with the mean flow boundary condition v0 = 0) we can write
the incoming characteristic in terms of the imposed normal velocity v′ and the outgoing characteristic θ+y :
θ−y = θ
+
y −
ρ0
c0
∂v′
∂t
(A.5)
The rate of change of the outgoing characteristic is given by θ+y = p
+
y · ∂q/∂t where p+y is the fourth row of
W
−1
y . Combining (A.4) and (A.5) we can write
∂qbc
∂t
=
∂q
∂t
−
[
p−y ·
∂q
∂t
− (1−F)θ−y
]
w−y with θ
−
y = p
+
y ·
∂q
∂t
− ρ0
c0
∂v′
∂t
, (A.6)
where p−y is the fifth row of W
−1
y and we have introduced the optional spatial filtering F .
Assuming a perfect gas (β0 = 1/T0) with a homentropic base flow (s0 = cp), rewriting (A.6) in terms
of primitive variables by using, e.g., (ρu)′ = ρ0u
′ + ρ′u0 leads to the characteristic boundary condition as
given in (11).
Appendix B. Details of the two-dimensional test case
Consider the two-dimensional problem, depicted in figure 1, of a perfect gas occupying y < 0 with
constant density ρ0 ≡ 1, constant sound speed c0 ≡ 1, constant entropy s0 = cp, constant pressure p0 and
constant velocity u0 = Mex. A small oscillatory point mass source of strength Q
′ = δ(x)δ(y + ys) sin(ωt)
generates small perturbations to this steady flow, and the wall at y = 0 responds as a mass–spring–damper
boundary governed by (2). The governing equations (A.2), together with a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)
absorbing boundary [40] along the bottom boundary at y = −H , and the Myers (5) or modified (9) boundary
conditions enforced in terms of characteristics (A.5) along the top boundary y = 0, lead to
∂q
∂t
= −Fx ∂q
∂x
− Fy ∂q
∂y
− σyq − σyFx ∂qˇ
∂x
+H, (B.1)
where
q =


ρ′
(ρu)′
(ρv)′
p′

, H = δ(x)δ(y + ys) sin(ωt)


1
M
0
1

, Fx =


0 1 0 0
−M2 2M 0 1
0 0 M 0
−M 1 0 M

, Fy =


0 0 1 0
0 0 M 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

,
(B.2)
∂qˇ
∂t
= q, σy =


2
∆y
∣∣∣∣1− H + yHPML
∣∣∣∣
2
−H ≤ y ≤ −H +HPML
0 y > −H +HPML
, HPML = (NPML − 1)∆y. (B.3)
Periodic boundary conditions are used at the upstream and downstream ends of the domain x = L±.
On the impedance boundary y = 0 the time derivative of the solution is calculated as follows:
∂qbc
∂t
=
∂q
∂t
−
[
p−y ·
∂q
∂t
− (1−F)θ−y
]
1
M
−1
1

 , (B.4)
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s7 n7 p11 w15 p17
d0 5/16 1/2 241/432 +0.44791875517975 +0.50550728999206
d1 −15/64 −9/32 −499/1728 −0.29901645275196 −0.30412324388831
d2 3/32 0 −47/864 +0.03909040448289 −0.01070299832430
d3 −1/64 1/32 47/864 +0.06686926971278 +0.07842585728816
d4 11/432 −0.02610492651421 +0.00845081979867
d5 −1/64 −0.01513804428420 −0.03287994103697
d6 +0.01305514444145 +0.00215383104915
d7 −0.00271477267662 +0.00857732763713
d8 −0.00265529751954
Table B.3: Coefficients for the filters given in table 2
with
θ−y = p
+
y ·
∂q
∂t
− ∂v
′
∂t
, p±y =
1
2
(
0 0 ±1 1) , (B.5)
∂v′
∂t
=
∂vs
∂t
+M
∂vs
∂x
+ δM
[
∂2
∂x2
(
(ρu)′ −Mρ′)+ ∂
∂x
∂ν
∂t
+ 23M
∂2ν
∂x2
]
, (B.6)
∂vs
∂t
=
1
m
[
p′ −Kξ −Rvs
]
,
∂ξ
∂t
= vs,
∂ν
∂t
=
1
m
[
(ρv)′ −Kη −Rν], ∂η
∂t
= ν. (B.7)
The boundary filter F in (B.4) is defined in (15), with coefficients given in table B.3; unless otherwise stated,
the n7 filter is used. The domain is discretized with equidistant grid points spaced by ∆x and ∆y in the x-
and y-directions. Spatial derivatives are calculated using a seven-point fourth-order DRP scheme [11, 15],
centered apart from near the boundaries. Time marching is performed using a six-stage fourth-order Runge–
Kutta time step [12] of overall time step ∆t. A seven-point sixth order selective spatial filter (filter s7 in
table B.3) is applied at each time step throughout the domain in both the x- and y-directions with strength
SF. The point source is numerically implemented as a Gaussian monopole of width w = ∆x+∆y, defined
by
H = exp
{
− (x− xs)
2 + (y + ys)
2
2w2
}
sin(ωt)√
2πw2


1
M
0
1

. (B.8)
The parameters used for the test cases discussed in the text are given in table B.4.
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